Scholarly Communication Institute 2014
Tweets and commentary from the 2014 Scholarly Communication Institute in Chapel Hill, NC - trianglesci.org

On the importance of place and time: where we'll be, and what we'll be doing at SCI in November
When we first started planning for this new iteration of the Scholarly Communication Institute, a model that was mentioned several times was the Dagstuhl Seminars. Schloss Dagstuhl (Dagstuhl Castle) is an academic research center in the German countryside, and every year it hosts a series of seminars on informatics, where researchers from around the world gather...

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup
Catching up with old friends and new at #trianglesci

Tom Scheinfeldt
foundhistory

Gmail "away" message set. Ready to give my opening plenary, "Notes for a retreat" at #TriangleSCI. triangesci.org

We are ready to get underway #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/ukwSAI0BAh

TRIANGLE SCI @TRIANGLESCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Martin Paul Eve

. @foundhistory speaking of the importance of transcending the cult of personal productivity in academia #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

We've been assured this is both the first and last PPT at #TriangleSCI. Welcome to Chapel Hill

pic.twitter.com/hU37yBXP5S

JOHN SHERER | @JESHERER | @TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Martin Paul Eve

. @foundhistory traces backdrop of #TriangleSCI to other retreats like "One Week, One Tool". External spaces of reflection and making.

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross

@tceles_B_hsup

#TriangleSCI as barn-raising: not just changing the place we work, but also the time and pace of success by adding creative constraints.

3 YEARS AGO
"The retreat" alters time: short spans of time but the creative constraint means that amazing things are done #TriangleSCI @foundhistory

Like meter for a poet, time and technical constraints of #TriangleSCI force us to really think about our efforts and shape them creatively.

@foundhistory Time changes & bends when set aside during a retreat. Respite + creative constraints a helpful combination. #TriangleSCI

2 tasks: embrace serendipity & share the doing #TriangleSCI

@foundhistory charges us with embracing serendipity & sharing what and how we do at #TriangleSCI. Share work; come away with a new community

Crash course in agile academic development by @foundhistory at #TriangleSCI. What can we do in 3.5 days?
"Collaboration is not consensus; collaboration is shared work." Put impasses aside for things we can do together #TriangleSCI

What’s the minimum viable product you can deliver w/ resources you have right now, not those you might need? #TriangleSCI

Great group of thinkers and do-ers at #TriangleSCI. Can’t wait to dig in to the problems and proposals they’ve brought to the table.

Great to have Duke Office of Assessment with us at #TriangleSCI. Great to have evaluation and reporting built into project design.

Two spheres of capital that rarely meet: libs (who don’t know research pressures) & scholars (who don’t know cost of purchase). #TriangleSCI

Reps across scholarly ecosystem (granting agencies, library counsel, univ presses) offering support for leveraging work at #TriangleSCI
Primer on #scholcomm from @martin_eve (whose book "Open Access & the Humanities" is coming soon) cambridge.org/gb/academic/su... #TriangleSCI

@martin_eve making clear the major structural problems with current research/publishing economic models at #TriangleSCI

@martin_eve scholarly publishing has been a risk pool; changing it may unevenly distribute risk among authors & disciplines #TriangleSCI

@martin_eve--Gold #openaccess is a better fit for humanities monographs but hard to implement. Transition is "utterly messy" #TriangleSCI

"If you want to be read, get cited by Wikipedia" #TriangleSCI

@martin_eve on "prestige" problem of open access: make visible labor of reviewing & editing, make into source of prestige #TriangleSCI
Paul Fyfe
@pyfe

@martin_ewe Libraries need to make a collective investment in cost-effective scholarly publishing; @openlibhums one model #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
foundhistory

First steps outside at #TriangleSCI. No sign of winter yet here in Carolina.

3 YEARS AGO

Stewart Varner
@StewartVarner

If you had 3 million pages of digitized newspapers, what would you do w/ them? #ncnewspapers #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pyfe

Machine haptics, olfactory cannons, gustatory primitives. Heady (and delicious) lunch at #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Overheard at #TriangleSCI, discussing curation that sets scholars at ease: "just think of us as your cloud"

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

"Chicken-and-egg inaction problem" for special materials. People who can help understand/contextualize don't know we have them #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO
"Faucet thinking" to generate new ideas at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/HcwqE9w7St

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Great discussion about reaching out beyond the classroom: to scholars, K-12, and the public at large. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/PWv0f7Mwu4

Will Cross @TCELES_B_HSUP · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross @tceles_B_hsуп

Public history that informs beyond the classroom to build not just tolerance for different cultures but real understanding. #TriangleSCI

@hmwalts · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross @tceles_B_hsуп

Overheard at #TriangleSCI: "It's a hell of a challenge, but that's why we're here working together."

3 YEARS AGO
The post-it notes are beginning to accumulate on the walls. #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/XCFeyRiV4A
team meeting on Visualization and Virtual Worlds in the beautiful real world at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/CMMKRrlIPx tx @TriangleSCI

PAUL FYFE @PFYFE - 3 YEARS AGO
A challenge to participate in brainstorming without talking. We're imagining the Publishing Makerspace! #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/TCz8AbWvdN

@COURTNEY_BERGER @COURTNEY_BERGER · 3 YEARS AGO

Martin Paul Eve
martin_evmartin_eve

Call by @foundhistory for #TriangleSCI teams to consider what "the crowd" means to them. It's an interesting term. What are connotations?

@ 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

@paoloman reminds us that scholarly communication may include more than usual scholarship: storytelling, clickbait, memes, etc. #TriangleSCI

@ 3 YEARS AGO
The future is a messy and complicated Venn diagram, and that is as it should be. #PublishingMakers #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/xRSfHLfzT9
Publisher MakerSpace group at #TriangleSCI thought about "publishing in 2030". That's an age in tech. but not long in social academic terms.

Courtney Berger
@courtney_berger

Figure out what problem you're trying to solve, but also what problems you *don't* need to solve. #TriangleSCI

Today's main event. Lots of great people working hard on day 1. #trianglescience
pic.twitter.com/uAU9p0hbnD

Paolo Mangiafico
paolom@paoloman

This is the kind of thing @foundhistory was warning us to avoid in his opening talk at #TriangleSCI yesterday: xkcd.com/1445/
Although this might be a better illustration of our sometimes self-defeating tendencies:
imgs.xkcd.com/comics/the_gen... #TriangleSCI

Three views of #TriangleSCI Day 2. (1/3) pic.twitter.com/jQTYINvU3G
Three views of #TriangleSCI day 2. (2/3) pic.twitter.com/JXCSSdjWay

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 3 YEARS AGO

Three views of #TriangleSCI day 2 (3/3) pic.twitter.com/mA9FBMllHe

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 3 YEARS AGO
Groups at #TriangleSCI are hard at work already on this second day! pic.twitter.com/aHqFF49vmP

Haley Walton @HMWalts · 3 years ago
Solving high tech problems with low tech tools. #NCNewspapers #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/6HKbWmJdrw

@DHUNC - 3 YEARS AGO

This evening @NatlHumanities is pleased to host reception for all the participants in 2014 @TriangleSCI gathering. #TriangleSCI

@NatlHumanities - 3 YEARS AGO

Considering support for intermediate users--beyond keyword searching but not v. sophisticated computational uses #TriangleSCI #NCnewspapers

@UNCScholComm - 3 YEARS AGO

Searching for messages that move academic expertise beyond "ethnocentrism of the faculty" at #TriangleSCI

@tceles_B_hsup - 3 YEARS AGO
Autumn in Chapel Hill at the @RizzoCenter for #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/r4b9fY8c3q

TRIANGLE SCI @TRIANGLESCI · 3 YEARS AGO
KWL model at #TriangleSCI for sharing knowledge: what I Know, What I want to know, what I Learned. pic.twitter.com/vXAei3RIZS

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsуп · 3 YEARS AGO

Plenary discussion time at #TriangleSCI: not group presentations, but expanding the teams to include everyone in the room.

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Chelic Rowell
ararebit@ararebit

At Day 2 of #TriangleSCI, enjoying plenary session in which one group facilitates institute-wide discussion about their project aims & plans

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

@tceles_B_hsуп or raise awareness w/ viral hashtags like #notyourasiansidekick & directing to resources (libguide, OER, etc) #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO
Paul Fyfe
@pyfe

@tceles_B_hsup grassroots outreach also links this group to others so concerned, building to scale of addressing bigger prob #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

"[family member] is textbook editor for [publisher]. After discussion @ #TriangleSCI I’m going to go home and take another look @ his books"

3 YEARS AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
foundhistory

OH at #TriangleSCI: "In addition to your passion, may I also suggest you find a gimmick?"

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pyfe

"Bait and learn"; see also 10 reasons why you should start scholarly clickbaiting
buzzfeed.com/markcmarino/10... #TriangleSCI

@foundhistory · 3 YEARS AGO

Chelcie Rowell
ararebit/ararebit

More information about the advocacy issue of open education resources, mentioned at #TriangleSCI sparc.arl.org/issues/oer

3 YEARS AGO
Beautiful weather to enjoy outside at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/i58IQQRdyu

Haley Walton @HMWALTS · 3 years ago

Paul Fyfe @pfyfe

OH at #TriangleSCI: "This morning there was nothing. Now there is something. It's happening."

3 years ago
Other conferences: you have a new benchmark for catering #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/U33ZfCYOvc

@MARTIN_EVE · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Great energy at #TriangleSCI as the groups come back together to discuss the visualization team's project.

@tceles_B_hsup · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

First step for teams at #TriangleSCI: reaching out across the "archipelago of digital humanities" to get to know colleagues.

@tceles_B_hsup · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Building metrics that recognize viz as an entry point, not the end point. Evaluating "insights gained, not project output." #TriangleSCI

@tceles_B_hsup · 3 YEARS AGO
Chelcie Rowell
ararebit@ararebit
"the audacity of digital humanities" — @pfyfe knows how to turn a phrase #TriangleSCI

Victoria Szabo
@vszabo
Day 2 of #trianglesci. Wiped out but also invigorated by intense discussions of visualization and virtual reality for humanities. Onward!

Tonight #TriangleSCI visited the @NatiHumanities Center in Research Triangle Park for a reception. pic.twitter.com/Xlq4322KjB

TRIANGLE SCI @TRIANGLESCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Some explored the spiral staircase to who knows where @ the modernist/monastic @NatlHumanities building #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/cQKboyIGrG
Ain’t no party like a #TriangleSCI party, cause a #TriangleSCI party is . . . alarmingly well-catered.

pic.twitter.com/Z4xzE1T7by

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP - 3 YEARS AGO

---

E. Mansfield on humanistic dance btw asserting authority and admitting doubt. How does the balance change in new mediums? #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

---

Mansfield on points of friction btw our methods and means of communicating them. #TriangleSCI can help expose and understand them.

3 YEARS AGO
Mansfield @NatlHumanities on points of friction btw our methods and means of communicating them #TriangleSCI @pfyfe pic.twitter.com/vSQDb7qymC

Twitter user @pfyfe posted: Uh oh. Is “scholarly communication/s” singular or plural? #scholcomm #TriangleSCI

Twitter user @pfyfe posted: Waters: #scholcomm matters b/c while production of knowledge is written into univ’s missions, transmission is often not #TriangleSCI

Twitter user @pfyfe posted: Waters: #scholcomm matters b/c of evolving online environment for distributed knowledge production and engagement w/ the crowd #TriangleSCI
Waters: #scholcomm matters b/c we are in the incunabular period of digital publishing
#TriangleSCI

We are still in the incunabular period of digital publishing: @djw0952 on taking the long view
#TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/PMJOG699zU
Thanks to our friends at the @NatlHumanities Center for a great evening! #TriangleSCI
pic.twitter.com/9fQrkcVdXV

Twitter User @TRIANGLESCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Martin Paul Eve
martin_eve

Publishing makerspace site, from #TriangleSCI bit.ly/10VD4X1

Twitter User · 3 YEARS AGO
Inspiring discussion, luxurious amenities at #TriangleSCI. But what about the swag . . . pic.twitter.com/11tq4kBLoP

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 3 YEARS AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt
foundhistory

Slides for my opening remarks at #TriangleSCI: "Notes for a retreat" docs.google.com/presentation/d...

3 YEARS AGO

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

Publishing Makerspace group used design charrette approach to envision multimodal publishing support #PublishingMakers #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsуп

Each group at #TriangleSCI has had unique tools for addressing same problem: how to talk/plan/dream without filter of anticipated pitfalls.

3 YEARS AGO
David Phillips rocking the #PublishingMakers plenary at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/gB4NABPTtR

JOHN D. MARTIN III @JOHNDMARTINIII - 3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe @pfyfe

MT @LizMilewicz Publishing Makerspace workshops might work like #THATCamp: replicable, local, and scalable #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe @pfyfe

MT @SylviaKMiller Publishing Makerspace team at #TriangleSCI bit.ly/1oLglYY proposes local barnraisers for innovative scholarship

3 YEARS AGO

UNCScholComm @UNCScholComm

Makerspace publishing workshop ideally happens early in the stage of a project to improve readability, links, connections. #TriangleSCI

@hmwalts - 3 YEARS AGO
@foundhistory Notes the gaps between out-of-the-box themes of publishing platforms and the desirable "designed" publications #TriangleSCI

@UNCScholComm Publishers can bring a strong design element to the process of a digital projects. Needed for many dig projects, but expensive #TriangleSCI

Martin Paul Eve
I wrote some thoughts on our conversation re "the crowd" & ethics that might be of interest to those at #TriangleSCI bit.ly/1pR76ak

Haley Walton
What is the difference between "pretty" and "usable" when it comes to digital products and scholarship? #TriangleSCI

Will Cross
Quick, loud response at #TriangleSCI to question about "pretty" - not just nice-looking, but usability, smart design, etc.

Paul Fyfe
Text is not an inert substance which can pour thru different containers. Fundamental changes w/ platform and design. #TriangleSCI
Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

Meg Brown @DukeLibraries makes good point about the new, broader audiences for their work: how it looks is part if the message #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Victoria Szabo
@vkszabo

Heated discussion of design in relation to digital publishing and multimodal research expression. Stressy and fun. #trianglesci

3 YEARS AGO

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

@paoloman pulling things back into focus: where's the reader in consideration of design? #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

.@paoloman concerned that innovations in digital publishing need to start with the new demands of scholarly readers & crowds #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

Nice how publishers in the room assert their skills (superpowers?) in marketing to publics, design, etc from start of projects #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Courtney Berger
@courtney_berger

@pfyfe Certainly not superpowers, but something publishers have to think about on a daily basis: readers, publics, usability. #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO
RT from NPR that could be relevant to our discussion of publishing and design at #TriangleSCI right now: n.pr/10ZpAtC

@paoloman---don't forget readers when designing new digital publications. @SylviaKMiller--publishers bring that to the table #TriangleSCI

Hard to think about design at scale, but also crucial when recalibrating #scholcomm to the crowd #TriangleSCI

#PublishingMakerspace as an idea for format for the next #TriangleSCI?

Borrowing from many models at #TriangleSCI: rough draft vs. in beta, vs. workshopping a play out of town.

Don Waters: #Workshopping in theatre as an analog to #PublishingMakerspace for scholarly communication. #TriangleSCI
Invigorating conversation about Publishing Makerspace proposal. Thanks everyone for your fabulous input! It feels real now. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

@foundhistory You know it's getting good when people start bouncing in seats and competing for floor. Major worm-cans sprung. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Small changes can have huge effects--Josh Sosin #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

How to retain and surface library patrons' notes on items in a library archive--Josh Sosin #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Josh Sosin: encyclopedias & catalogs represent themselves as fact. How to represent catalog records as sets of assertions? #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Josh Sosin sharing our project idea: gather researcher knowledge to improve and share information abt archival materials #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Great goal from Crowd-Sourced Curation group at #TriangleSCI "hemorrhaging less [digital content]"

3 YEARS AGO

Chelcie Rowell
ararebit@ararebit

Josh Sosin: How, too, to surface library patrons' assertions about library & archive materials?
#TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

[Image]

Josh Sosin breaking down barriers between users and catalogs for preserving lost #communication.
#TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/nvzd8BsGeq

John D. Martin III @JOHNDMARTINIII - 3 YEARS AGO

Chelcie Rowell
ararebit@ararebit

@courtney_berger From generative frustration to clarity weighted with the responsibility to
*do* #TriangleSCI #PublishingMakers

3 YEARS AGO
Victoria Szabo
@vszabo

Floating 3 tests for DH Viz Eval at #trianglesci: Colbert Truthiness Test, Dickinson Circuitry Test & Bloom Anxiety Test. #englishmajor4evah

John D. Martin III
@johndmartinni

Paraphrase of @joshuasolin: We don’t want to decrease complexity. We want to make it worse. Awesome. #TriangleSCI

Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

@hcayless We want to "endow the library with proprioception" - to make internal, systemic connex btw related objects #TriangleSCI

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

.@hcayless "Endowing the library with proprioception": project to capture users' interventions in collections & catalogs #TriangleSCI

John D. Martin III
@johndmartinni

#LinkedData is important. We need to be wrapping it into everything we're doing. #TriangleSCI

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Digital tools impose ontology we need to be aware of as we design for diff users, like a house wired for the wrong elec system. #TriangleSCI
Liz Milewicz
@LizMilewicz

@paoloman Lessons from Library Thing: establish researchers' personal value in this system #TriangleSCI

Paolo Mangiafico
paoloman

Mentioned at #TriangleSCI: Personal value precedes network value mashable.com/2005/12/26/the...

Paolo Mangiafico
paoloman

From discussion at #TriangleSCI When tags work and when they don’t: Amazon and @LibraryThing blog.librarything.com/thingology/200... by @librarythingtim

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

@paoloman but they're leaving folksonomies behind for collecting transactional data, right? #TriangleSCI

John D. Martin III
@johndmartiniii

@joshuasosin: Scholars are professionals at generating stuff that they don't use. #TriangleSCI

Victoria Szabo
@vssabo

Ontology as "carving the world at its joints." <3 #trianglesci
Mike Barker (UNC) notes challenges of studying, making changes at the "joints" of different systems #TriangleSCI

Those who can afford to look dumb (i.e. tenured) must take risks that fly in the face of inherent academic fear of new models #TriangleSCI

#SacredCows in the library world: authenticity of catalog information versus user-generated information. #TriangleSCI

I think privacy issues are going to be a bigger concern among patrons than we're admitting in this discussion #TriangleSCI

@foundhistory The fact that no one seems to be concerned should actually be the BIGGEST concern to us. #TriangleSCI

Overheard at #TriangleSCI: "It's not a tangent, it's a rabbit-hole!"
"People trust librarians to be good actors" works great until we lean on it so much that we aren't such good actors any more #TriangleSCI

It is going to be a little cramped when we try to fit the whole #TriangleSCI into the elevator tomorrow morning.

Classical Studies Prof @joshuasosin 1 of many @DukeU faculty& staff@ #TriangleSCI exploring impact of digital on academic research&commnctn

Visualizing our process. #NCNewspapers #TriangleSCI @StewartVarner @ncdhc pic.twitter.com/lWz6kEa9SL

#TriangleSCI participant @pyle in the news today: infodocket.com/2014/11/12/hum... NCSU Libraries Signs Innovative Data Mining Agreement With Gale
Content of early American newspapers compared to Buzzfeed. Lots of lists, reprinted articles, aggregated information, etc. #TriangleSCI
Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Topography of the page is critical for analysis (yours) and full use of content (everyone's)
#TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Meaningful genres for #ncnewspapers' content at #TriangleSCI: "disease, crime, unexpected mysteries i.e. the X-Files" #TheTruthisOutThere

3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III
@johnmartiniid

find.gobbledygook() function for finding images in #ncnewspapers. Good idea, @vszabo. :) #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Featurizing data will require a cascading process that requires a community of scholars (defined very broadly) #TriangleSCI #IWanttoBelieve

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Tracking transactional data raises major issues about public/private partnerships and privacy #TriangleSCI #Can'tStoptheXFilesHashtags

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

As we prep for reporting out at the end of #TriangleSCI, elevator speeches, but also plans for continuing collaborative work going forward

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Discussing our #trianglesci DH viz/virt project in the Pavilion of Collaboration!

[Link to image]

VICTORIA SZABO @VSZABO · 3 YEARS AGO
Field Trip! #trianglesci #dukedive pic.twitter.com/s96fOQV0SU

@vzsabo We should make a glossary of new technical vocabulary that comes out of this #TriangleSCI.

@vzsabo Haha! Our team started talking abt viz/virt FAQs, then thought Keywords were cooler. Manifesto is burbling up. #trianglesci

@vzsabo Yes! A manifesto! That's what we need. #TriangleSCI
Victoria Szabo
@vszabo

@johndmartinii I don't think a remix poetry movement and some virtual Happenings would be too much either. #trianglesci

3 YEARS AGO

Triangle SCI
@TriangleSCI

This morning at #TriangleSCI - teams doing their elevator pitch answering the questions What? So what? and What next?

3 YEARS AGO

@klsmith4906 trying out an Oculus Rift at #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/astHKf7rhK

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP · 3 YEARS AGO

Courtney Berger
@courtney_berger

#PublishingMakers group worked furiously this morning preparing our elevator pitch. There's just too much to say! #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO
A buzz in the room at #TriangleSCI as the full Advisory Panel joins the group to hear elevator pitches and next steps.

Sean Colbert-Lewis of “Seek to know Sikhs” reporting out at #TriangleSCI. pic.twitter.com/9BlmhkrYF

Sikhism group leads off: develop educational materials & crowd-facing lines of communication to engage and connect communities. #TriangleSCI
Danielle and Sean Colbert-Lewis on the future of #Seek2KnowSikhs project at #TriangleSCI. pic.twitter.com/JVeA2IVfas

@JOHNDMARTINIII 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Thoughtful & comprehensive plan for engaging students from Sikhism group at #TriangleSCI: lesson plans, LibGuides, events for campus, more

@ 3 YEARS AGO
Pam (@dh_unc) is making our case at trianglesci pic.twitter.com/QDvJtRlss

Sylvia Miller
@SylviaKM

Pam Lach of UNC’s DH Lab shares potential of new dataset of 900 newspapers digitized by newspapers.com #TriangleSCI

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Crowd-Sourced Special Collections group at #TriangleSCI has a great way to keep to allotted pres time: low laptop battery.

Paul Fye
@pfyfe

@joshuasosin "If the library is a brain, collection development is how it learns." #TriangleSCI
Sylvia Miller
@SylviaKMiller

If special collections is a brain, it’s slow at learning. --Josh Sosin #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Sylvia Miller
@SylviaKMiller

How to capture scholars’ notes: need painful, complex, seismic change in special collections libraries. --Josh Sosin #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Victoria Szabo
@vszabo

Crowd-Sourced Curation group showing way ahead for hybrid curation practices in Special Collections. Normalize & Specialize. #trianglesci

3 YEARS AGO

Crowd-sourced curation project reporting out with @joshuasosin. #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/W9L1IP7xWa

JOHN D. MARTIN III @JOHNDMARTINIII - 3 YEARS AGO
Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

@joshuasosin b/c of its processes, special collections lags in learning about itself thru users interactions w/ materials #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Sylvia Miller
@SylviaKMiller

Need to highlight differences between special collections and the rest of the library. It's past time to address the imbalance. #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Victoria Szabo
@vzsabo

"Widen the circle of discussants in a planful way." Yup. #trianglesci

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
@pfyfe

@joshuasosin "Crowd-sourced curation" invites as many formidable social & institutional challenges as technical ones #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

"Project complex, not as tough as landing on a comet. More like landing on the sun: easy to get there; likely to be incinerated #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

 Appropriately, the visualization team is showing some graphics. #TriangleSCI Scholarly communication beyond the textual forms.

3 YEARS AGO
Paul Fyfe of NC State presents his team's work on visualization and virtual practice.
#TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Triangle Humanities Network website being rehauled & in beta. Self-organizing of groups.
#TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Visualization and virtual spaces project’s @pfyfe reporting out at #TriangleSCI.
pic.twitter.com/Xme1JoavRb

JOHN D. MARTIN III @JOHNDMARTINIII - 3 YEARS AGO

Constituting a notion of schol com in transmodal sense. (This theme also supports our Publishing Makerspace team's ideas.) #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO
UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm
Evaluation of visualization scholarship--group developed criteria inspired by S. Colbert, E. Dickinson & H. Bloom. #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Paul Fyfe
pfyfe  @pfyfe
@SylviaKMILLer publishing makerspace group at #TriangleSCI imagining a new scholarly publishing ecosystem on model of #THATCamp

3 YEARS AGO

Victoria Szabo
@vszabo
Great project def from Publishing Makerspace group - early project intervention and interdisciplinary systems for framing, dev. #trianglesci

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup
Makers at #TriangleSCI: develop space (phys, dig, metaphorical) for multimodal scholarship - authors, pubs, designers, libs working together

3 YEARS AGO
#PubMakers presenting collaborative model for publishing and scholarly communication
#TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/uPGftQ5TIE

@HaleyWalton · 3 years ago

@UNCScholComm
@UNCScholComm

Interested in an off-the-cuff reference to the Collaborators' Bill of Rights #TriangleSCI
bit.ly/1gmwPyU

3 years ago

@VicSzabo

Great elevator pitch presentations at #trianglesci - but that must be one big building!

3 years ago

@vszabo biggest elevator ever. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 years ago
Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

"As we move forward, don't forget about the other great people in the room." Keep up with new experts, POVs, friends found at #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

#TriangleSCI as environment to protect from the chilling effect on innovative projects at our institutions in day-to-day life.

3 YEARS AGO

Courtney Berger
@courtney_berger

Discussing the value of external facilitators in project development. And problem of finding people with time to devote...#TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

ADHO
@ADHOrg

Interesting tweets about #visualization #scholarlypublishing & #collaboration coming out of #TriangleSCI. #DigitalHumanities

3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III
@johndmartiniii

The wrapup for #TriangleSCI is bringing together an interesting conversation about work and credit in the scholarly communication process.

@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

Bringing #TriangleSCI back to purpose-driven research. Why do this? Who is served? Is "the crowd" just a resource or do we truly engage?

@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO
Will Cross @tceles_B_hsup

Reminder at #TriangleSCI that peer review developed over time - and is still doing so. Look to "affordances of technology" for evaluation.

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

UNCScholComm @UNCScholComm

Debating pros & cons of most participants being from the Research Triangle. Easy to get here, but easy to leave at day's end. #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III @johndmartiniii

Is it better to maybe have workshops in a setting that isn't local to anyone? #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross @tceles_B_hsup

Love the idea pitched at #TriangleSCI of bringing in students from varied disciplines (J-school, @uncsil), local startup folks, etc.

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III @johndmartiniii

What value does a theme have for a conference, *really*? Great provocative question, @foundhistory. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO

UNCScholComm @UNCScholComm

Like this from @SylviaKMiller The theme of "the crowd" embodies a principle of accountability for #trianglesci

@TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO
John D. Martin III
@johnrmtinii

T-shirt: "#TriangleSCI: so what?" Excellent idea, @paoloman.
@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Will Cross
@tceles_B_hsup

The "subtly nagging" value of forcing focus on the questions we're most apt to set aside. #TriangleSCI
@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III
@johnrmtinii

@pfyfe @foundhistory In the case of this #TriangleSCI, the question became "Who is OUR crowd?"
@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Victoria Szabo
@vszabo

@djwo952 says #trianglesc Конечно a marvel of grant-making" - yay! Thanks everyone and especially @paoloman.
@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO
Thanks for a great #TriangleSCI everyone! pic.twitter.com/nRTih84JLA
As the #TriangleSCI ends, cold, hard reality sets in that Rizzo Center’s Cornucopian food counter in finally bare. pic.twitter.com/R3myXXEnYG

@TCELES_B_HSUP @TriangleSCI · 3 YEARS AGO
Voni, vidi, #TriangleSCI pic.twitter.com/pE43QpwecW

WILL CROSS @TCELES_B_HSUP TS @TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Tom Scheinfeldt

Leaving #TriangleSCI. Grateful for the time with old friends and new! Thank you all!

@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

John D. Martin III

@paoloman Thanks to you and the rest of the #TriangleSCI crew for your efforts in providing such a fertile space for development this week.

@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO

Bethany Nowviskie

@vszabo @djw0952 @paoloman Congrats, all! It's been exciting to see SCI go forward in this new phase. #TriangleSCI

@TriangleSCI - 3 YEARS AGO
And that's a wrap! #TriangleSCI 2014 has concluded. Great "crowd", stimulating & fun week, lots of new friends, ideas, & new things to do.

3 YEARS AGO

Thanks to the @RizzoCenter for a delightful setting, great staff, and excellent (and neverending) supply of food and snacks! #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO

And thanks to @djw0952 @DukeLibraries & our partners at TRLN, @ACLS1919 @DukeU @NCCU @NCState @UNC for making it possible. #TriangleSCI

3 YEARS AGO